Selling iBond / Silver Bond via Personal e-Banking
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Visit “My holdings”
1. Click “Investment” > “Bonds” on the left
hand side menu
2. Click “My Holdings” on Bonds overview
page
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Select an iBond / Silver
Bond to sell
1. Read all the relevant notes
2. Click “Sell” to sell the selected iBond /
Silver Bond
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Two-factor authentication
1. Check your mobile device and input
the security code generated
2. Click “OK” to proceed
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Input “Nominal amount to
sell”
1. Check the product details of the
selected iBond / Silver Bond
2. Input “Nominal amount to sell”
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Review “Declaration and
Terms & Conditions”
1. Read and confirm “Declaration and Terms
& Conditions” by ticking the check box
2. Click “Next“ to proceed
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Verify
1. Verify bond sell details to ensure all
the information shown is correct
2. Click “Confirm” to proceed

7

Instruction submitted
successfully
1. Check the reference number of the
submitted instruction
2. Contact us at 2822 0228 if there are any
questions

Risk Warnings and Important Notes:
1. Hold to maturity - Bonds are mainly for medium to long term investment, not for short term speculation. Investors should be prepared to
invest their funds in the bonds for the full investment tenor. Investors could lose part or all of their investment if they choose to sell the bonds
prior to maturity.
2. Reinvestment risk - Noteholders may not be able to enjoy the same rates of return when they re-invest their funds in other investments.
3. Internet Security - Messages sent over the Internet cannot be guaranteed to be completely secure. The Bank will not be responsible for any
damages incurred by users as a result of any delay, loss, diversion, alteration or corruption of any message either sent to or received from the
Bank at the users' request, over the Internet. The Bank is not responsible in any manner for direct, indirect, special or consequential damages
arising out of the use of this website.
4. Connectivity Issue - Communication over the Internet may be subject to interruption, transmission blackout, delayed transmission due to
Internet traﬃc or incorrect data transmission due to the public nature of the Internet or otherwise.

